
 

 

                  Year 6                                               Week x                                          Theme Free Time and Entertainment 

Skill 
Learning 

Outcome 
Assessment Activity/Procedure Resources  Language  
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6.1.2 

Demonstrate 

confidence in 

being able to 

understand 

spoken language 

without 

reference to the 

written form. 

Questions 

asked orally 

(examples in 
Activity/Proce

dure) by the 

teacher 

 

Worksheet for 

Listening Task 

in Stay-at-

Home pack on 

page 5  

 

 

 

Pre-task (Pre-Listening/Warmer/Lead in/Introduction):  
 

 Show pictures of different types of media (Stay-at-Home pack: Media p.3). Ask same or similar 

questions as in the pack. 

 Explain the term media.  

 Pre-teach vocabulary from listening text using an online dictionary.    

 

Main-task (Body):  
 

 On Teams beam up questions about the text. Pupils are to listen to the text and then orally answer 

the questions ‘What is the text about?’ 

 First listening (for gist).  

 Elicit answer. 

 On Teams beam up further questions about the text. Pupils are to listen to the text again and then 

orally answer same or similar questions.  

 What does Josh think about the use of computers at school? Give one reason why 

 Asha thinks that IPads should not be used at school. Who is the student who mentions 

 Prince William in the text? What does Caitlin complain about in the text?  

 Second listening (for specific details).   

 Elicit answers. 

 Pupils work out worksheet in Stay-at-Home pack on page 5.  

 

Post-Task (Conclusion):  
 

 Speaking activity – Pupils use Post-Listening worksheet in Stay-at-Home pack on page 6 to 

create a discussion about the use of media. 

 

Stay-at-Home 

pack: Media 

https://teleskola.

mt/media-stay-
at-home-

english-

resource-pack-

for-years-5-6/ 

 

online 

dictionary 

https://www.coll

insdictionary.co

m/  

 
  

Language 

Structure: present 
tense  

 

Vocabulary: 
media, in favour, 

complicated, cost, 

opinion … 

 

Language 

Function: giving 

an opinion 

https://teleskola.mt/media-stay-at-home-english-resource-pack-for-years-5-6/
https://teleskola.mt/media-stay-at-home-english-resource-pack-for-years-5-6/
https://teleskola.mt/media-stay-at-home-english-resource-pack-for-years-5-6/
https://teleskola.mt/media-stay-at-home-english-resource-pack-for-years-5-6/
https://teleskola.mt/media-stay-at-home-english-resource-pack-for-years-5-6/
https://teleskola.mt/media-stay-at-home-english-resource-pack-for-years-5-6/
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/
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6.2.9  

Use a wide 

range of 

monitoring and 

adjusting 

strategies to aid 

comprehension. 

Questions 

asked orally 

(examples in 

Activity/Proce

dure) by the 
teacher 

throughout the 

lesson 

 

 

Exercises on 

Macmillan 

Language 

Book 5 p. 128 

 

 

 

 

Pre-task (Pre-Reading/Warmer/Lead in/Introduction): 

 

 Show pictures of John Logie Baird and old television sets. Ask pupils to tell you what thoughts 

and ideas these pictures bring to them and what they think the lesson is going to be about.  

 Explain to pupils they will be reading the biography of John Logie Baird, the inventor of 

television and a list of different points of view with regards television.  

 Pre-teach the vocabulary within the text by using an online dictionary.  

 

Main-task (Body):  

 

 Beam up the question ‘What is the main topic of the text?’ and explain that after reading the 

text pupils need to be able to answer the question.   

 First reading (for gist).  

 Elicit answer. 

 On Teams beam up further questions about the text. Pupils are to read the text again and then 

orally answer the questions.  

 Baird was a determined person. How can you tell? Why do you think he never tried to 

build a glider again? How do you think the people felt when they had no electricity for 

a day? Why does television give you a choice? Why can television make you lazy?  

 Pupils read the text for the second time (for specific details). 

 Elicit answers. 

 Pupils work out p. 128 in MLB 5.  

 

Post-task (Conclusion):  

 

In their own words, pupils reproduce the information that they have learned about John Logie Baird. 

 

pictures (Year 6 

Resources) 

 

online 
dictionary 

https://www.coll

insdictionary.co

m/  

 

Macmillan 

Language Book 

5 p.126-128 

 

 

Language 

Structure: present 

tense/past tense  

 

Vocabulary: 
biography, glider, 

engine, fascinated, 

entertains, violence, 

arguments, point of 

view, sensibly, 

however … 

 

Language 

Function: giving 

an opinion 

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/
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 6.1.1 

Demonstrate 
enjoyment, 

interest and 

attentiveness 

during listening 

and viewing 

activities. 

Questions 

asked orally 

(examples in 
Activity/Proce

dure) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pre-task (Pre-Reading/Warmer/Lead in/Introduction):  
 

 Show pupils picture of the cover of the book Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and ask if they 

know the story. If not give a very brief outline of it.  

 On Teams beam up questions that pupils have to read before viewing the clip and answer after 

watching it. 

 Why are reporters interviewing Mike Teavee? How does he answer them?  Why do 

 you think he is always looking ahead even when he is speaking to the 

 reporters? What does he like to do? Where does he usually eat his dinners? Do 

 you like him?  

 Watch film clip.  

 Elicit answers.  

 Explain that Mike Teavee was a TV addict. Explain meaning of addict.  

 Tell pupils that they will be reading an extract from the book Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. 

 Pre-teach vocabulary found in the text by means of an online dictionary.     

 

Main-task (Body):  
 

 Beam up the question ‘What is the text about?’ and explain that after reading the text pupils 

need to be able to answer the question.   

 First reading (for gist).  

 Elicit the answer.  

 On Teams beam up further questions about the text. Pupils are to read the text again and then 

orally answer the questions.  

 Are the Oompa-Loompas in favour or against television? Who are they talking 

 to in the text? Why do you think they say that children cannot think because they 

 only see? What is the moral behind this text? 

 Pupils read the text for the second time (for specific details).  

 Elicit the answers 

 

Post-task (Conclusion):  

 
Explain that the Oompa-Loompas advise parents to get their children to read in their freetime and 

not watch television. Ask them to draw a list of other healthy activities which children can do in 

their freetime.  

 

 

picture of the 

cover of Charlie 

and the 

Chocolate 
Factory (Year 6 

Resources) 

 

online 

dictionary 

https://www.coll

insdictionary.co

m/  

 

film clip from 

Charlie and the 
Chocolate 

Factory 

https://www.you

tube.com/watch

?v=klJGX3e4IfI 

https://www.roa

lddahl.com/creat

e-and-

learn/teach/teac

h-the-

stories/charlie-

and-the-
chocolate-

factory-lessons  

 

extract from 

Charlie and the 

Chocolate 

Factory (Year 6 

Resources) 

 

Language 

Structure:  

present tense 

 

Vocabulary:  

addict, concerned, 

idiotic, gaping, loll, 
slop, lounge, 

hypnotised, ghastly, 

junk, tot, clogs, 

clutters, dust, 

contented … 

 

Language 

Function: 

listening to other 

people’s opinions, 

sharing their own, 

giving advice 

  

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/
https://www.roalddahl.com/create-and-learn/teach/teach-the-stories/charlie-and-the-chocolate-factory-lessons
https://www.roalddahl.com/create-and-learn/teach/teach-the-stories/charlie-and-the-chocolate-factory-lessons
https://www.roalddahl.com/create-and-learn/teach/teach-the-stories/charlie-and-the-chocolate-factory-lessons
https://www.roalddahl.com/create-and-learn/teach/teach-the-stories/charlie-and-the-chocolate-factory-lessons
https://www.roalddahl.com/create-and-learn/teach/teach-the-stories/charlie-and-the-chocolate-factory-lessons
https://www.roalddahl.com/create-and-learn/teach/teach-the-stories/charlie-and-the-chocolate-factory-lessons
https://www.roalddahl.com/create-and-learn/teach/teach-the-stories/charlie-and-the-chocolate-factory-lessons
https://www.roalddahl.com/create-and-learn/teach/teach-the-stories/charlie-and-the-chocolate-factory-lessons
https://www.roalddahl.com/create-and-learn/teach/teach-the-stories/charlie-and-the-chocolate-factory-lessons
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6.1.6  

Speak 

confidently with 

accuracy, using 

clear diction and 
correct intonation 

in front of an 

audience. 

Pupils take part in 

a discussion 

where they adopt 

turn-taking 

strategies and 

learn how to share 
and support their 

opinion 

 

 

 

Pre-task (Pre-Speaking/Warmer/Lead in/Introduction): 

 

 Ask pupils what the text in the Reading Lesson and the excerpt in the Literature Lesson were 

about and what the moral of both texts was. 

 Explain that the pupils are going to discuss and list the advantages and disadvantages of three 

types of media which they often use in their freetime;  

 

TELEVISION OR THE COMPUTER OR THE TABLET OR THE MOBILE PHONE 

 

 

Main-task (Body):  

 

 Set rules for the discussion by eliciting them from the pupils. (taking turns, listening to each 

other, not speaking at the same time … ) 

 Share the handout with word mat with different sentence starters to help them develop, 

counteract and conclude their argument.  

 Share the Advantages and Disadvantages worksheet and allow them some time to think and 

fill in the worksheet.  

 Pupils share their opinion and support it with two or three valid reasons.   

 

Post-task (Conclusion):  
 

 Ask pupils if they think that everyone followed the rules of the discussion, if they have 

changed their opinion after listening to others and who they think had the strongest 

argument/s.  

Macmillan 

Language Book 5 

p.126-128 
  

extract from 

Charlie and the 

Chocolate 

Factory (Year 6 

Resources) 

 

handout with 

word mat with 

sentence starters 

(vocabulary in the 
next section) 

(Year 6 

Resources) 

 

 

worksheet: 

Advantages and 

Disadvantages of 

… (Year 6 

Resources) 

 

 

Language 

Structure:  
present simple tense 

 

Vocabulary:  

I think …, I believe 

…, I prefer … , I feel 

…, I agree …, I 

disagree …, 

Everyone should … , 

I know … 
The best thing about 

… , In my opinion 

…, In my view … 

In my experience …, 

As far as I’m 

concerned …, 

Personally I think …, 

Personally, I believe 

…, I am 

sure/certain/convince

d … ,I am not 

sure/certain/convince 
that …, 

As far as I know … 

,As far as I 

understand/can see … 

As I see it …, I’d say 

that …, I’d suggest 

that …, I’d like to 

point out that …, 

What I mean is …, 

As for me, I think …, 

If you ask my opinion 
…, It seems to me ..., 

From my point of 

view …, I might be 

wrong but …, If I am 

not mistaken …, I am 

of mixed opinions 

about/on this …, I 

have no opinion in 

this matter …. 



 

 

 

Language Function:  

participating in a 

discussion 

W
R

IT
IN

G
  
 

 Benchmark 

Guidelines 2021 

https://curriculum

.gov.mt/en/Bench
mark/General-

Information/Doc

uments/bm_2021

_guidelines_ev.p

df  

Pupils write an 

article about the 

advantages and 

disadvantages of 

television/the 
computer/the 

tablet/the mobile 

phone and share 

their own opinion. 

 

 

 

Pre-task (Pre-Writing/Warmer/Lead in/Introduction): 

 

 Tell pupils that they have to write an article for the school magazine about the advantages and 
disadvantages of television or the computer or the tablet or the mobile phone.  

 

Main-task (Body): 

 

 Explain that they can use the worksheet they used during the Speaking Lesson as well as the 

text from the Reading Lesson.   

 Elicit from pupils what features an article should have.  

 Show pupils a model of an article from p. 18 of the Stay-at-Home: Media and allow them to 

go through it. Pupils can also go through the article on p. 127 of MLB5 

 Discuss its different sentence starters. Have the pupils come up with other possible sentence 

starters. Refer to the handout with the word mat with different sentence starters from the 
Speaking Lesson and to the word mats on p. 17 of the Stay-at-Home: Media.  

 Elicit from pupils the success criteria that would make a good article, write these down and 

beam them up on Teams.  

 Share the Pupils’ Success Criteria Table and compare their responses. Go through the model 

of the article to check that the success criteria was met.  

 Share and explain the article writing frame. 

 

Post-task (Conclusion): 

 

Pupils write their own article.   

worksheet: 

Advantages and 

Disadvantages of 

...  
 

Macmillan 

Language Book 5 

p.126-127 

 

Stay-at-Home 

pack: Media 

https://teleskola.m

t/media-stay-at-

home-english-

resource-pack-
for-years-5-6/ 

 

handout with 

word mat with 

sentence starters  

(Year 6 

Resources) 

 

Pupils’ Success 

Criteria Table for 

an article (Year 6 

Resources) 
 

Article Writing 

Frame (Year 6 

Resources) 

 

Language 

Structure:  

present tense 

 

Vocabulary:  
as in the Speaking 

Lesson 

 

Language Function:  

expressing your point 

of view 

 

https://curriculum.gov.mt/en/Benchmark/General-Information/Documents/bm_2021_guidelines_ev.pdf
https://curriculum.gov.mt/en/Benchmark/General-Information/Documents/bm_2021_guidelines_ev.pdf
https://curriculum.gov.mt/en/Benchmark/General-Information/Documents/bm_2021_guidelines_ev.pdf
https://curriculum.gov.mt/en/Benchmark/General-Information/Documents/bm_2021_guidelines_ev.pdf
https://curriculum.gov.mt/en/Benchmark/General-Information/Documents/bm_2021_guidelines_ev.pdf
https://curriculum.gov.mt/en/Benchmark/General-Information/Documents/bm_2021_guidelines_ev.pdf
https://curriculum.gov.mt/en/Benchmark/General-Information/Documents/bm_2021_guidelines_ev.pdf
https://teleskola.mt/media-stay-at-home-english-resource-pack-for-years-5-6/
https://teleskola.mt/media-stay-at-home-english-resource-pack-for-years-5-6/
https://teleskola.mt/media-stay-at-home-english-resource-pack-for-years-5-6/
https://teleskola.mt/media-stay-at-home-english-resource-pack-for-years-5-6/
https://teleskola.mt/media-stay-at-home-english-resource-pack-for-years-5-6/

